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Abstract
The existence of an unphysical solution of Maxwell’s equations for a plane-wave field exem-
plifies the general result that electromagnetic potentials convey more physical information than
the electric and magnetic fields derivable from them. Thus, potential functions are needed to de-
fine unambiguously the physical identity of a system. Electromagnetic forces depend only on the
fields, which means that Newtonian mechanics, which is based on forces, can produce improper
results. Consequences relevant to current research are that a proposed nondipole correction for
laser field effects is not physically meaningful; and that the constant crossed-fields configuration in
electrodynamics is unrelated to plane-wave fields.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The electrodynamics of James Clerk Maxwell and the mechanics of Isaac Newton are two
bastions of physics. It is shown here that both of these venerable physical structures can
support unphysical predictions. This is not only a matter of ambiguity, but results actually
can be fallacious. The physical identity of a dynamical system can require information
beyond that available from a knowledge only of the electric and magnetic fields, and can be
established by the potentials from which the fields can be derived.
The demonstration starts with a forty-year-old result [1] that there exists a valid gauge
transformation applied to a plane-wave solution of Maxwell’s equations that is associated
with potentials that do not describe plane-wave fields. Gauge transformations are con-
structed so as to preserve electric and magnetic fields, meaning that the Maxwell equations
are satisfied before and after the gauge transformation, but the potential functions that pro-
duce the fields are altered by the gauge transformation so that basic symmetry principles
are violated. This is consequential in that this unphysical solution has been proposed [2–4]
as a means of introducing nondipole effects into strong-field laser physics.
This is followed by an examination of the constant crossed-field approximation, sometimes
viewed as a zero-frequency plane wave, and seemingly providing a relatively simple guide to
relativistic strong-laser effects. This approach is also known as the LCFA (Local Constant-
Field Approximation). There is little reason to expect valid guidance from this approach
because the set of all plane-wave solutions as a function of field frequency is an open set
that does not include the zero-frequency limit point. There is no propagation possible with
constant fields, whereas actual plane-wave fields propagate in vacuum at the speed of light.
It is shown by specific real-world examples that extremely low frequency plane-wave fields
have properties that are unlike anything that can result from constant crossed fields. These
negative results exemplify a failure of Newtonian mechanics, since the Newtonian formalism
is based on forces. Forces depend only on fields, not on potentials. It is thereby possible for
Newtonian mechanics to yield false predictions.
Symmetries are fundamental in physics, since they are associated with conservation prin-
ciples. In electrodynamics, symmetries are expressed in terms of potentials, not fields. This
means that it is possible to employ an unphysical set of potentials, with that defect invisible
from knowledge of fields alone. This identifies potentials as primary quantities and fields
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as secondary, a conclusion supported by other evidence. For example, quantum equations
of motion cannot be written directly with fields [5–10], potentials are required; Noether’s
Theorem [11], the basis of conservation principles, depends on potentials, not fields; the
coupling constant of strong-field physics depends directly on the vector potential [12, 13],
not on fields.
The primacy of potentials over fields was first established by the Aharonov-Bohm effect
[14, 15]. This relates to a specific example: the deflection of an electron beam as it moves
in the field-free region around a solenoid. It is the potential that causes the deflection, since
there is a potential but no field outside the solenoid. That quantum result stood for many
years as the sole example of the fundamental role of electromagnetic potentials. A more
general case is the recent demonstration [16] that there exists an unphysical solution of the
Maxwell equations for a plane-wave field propagating in the vacuum. This has consequences
that are both quantum and classical.
All electrodynamic quantities herein are expressed in Gaussian units.
II. A FAILURE OF MAXWELLIAN ELECTRODYNAMICS
The failure of Maxwell’s equations to fully define a physical problem in electrodynamics
[16] is illustrated by the basic example of a plane wave propagating in the vacuum. A valid
gauge transformation is applied that produces an unphysical result despite preserving the
electric and magnetic fields.
A. The gauge transformation
An essential physical property of plane waves is the Einstein Principle that the speed of
light in vacuum is the same in all inertial frames of reference [17]. This is equivalent to the
statement that the plane-wave field must be described by a potential that can depend on
the spacetime 4-vector xµ only as the scalar product with the propagation 4-vector kµ, that
is defined here as ϕ:
ϕ ≡ kµxµ = ωt− k · r, (1)
where k is the propagation 3-vector of the field of frequency ω. (See, for example, Refs.
[18, 19].) That is, the 4-vector potential descriptive of the plane-wave field can depend on
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spacetime only in the form Aµ (ϕ). Now consider a gauge transformation generated by the
function Λ:
Aµ → A˜µ = Aµ + ∂µΛ. (2)
The only constraints on Λ are that it be a scalar function and that it satisfies the homoge-
neous wave equation
∂µ∂µΛ = 0. (3)
This is sufficient to preserve the electric and magnetic fields. If Aµ satisfies the Lorenz
condition ∂µAµ = 0, the same will be true of A˜
µ. Now consider the generating function [1]
Λ = −Aµxµ, (4)
which leads to the gauge-transformed potential
A˜µ = −kµ (xνA′ν) , (5)
where A′ν is the total derivative of Aν with respect to ϕ: A
′
ν = (d/dϕ)Aν . Equation (5) takes
a familiar form if the initial gauge for Aµ is the radiation gauge (also known as the Coulomb
gauge). This gauge has the important feature that longitudinal fields are represented by
the time component φ (or A0) of Aµ, and transverse fields are given by the spatial 3-vector
potential A. A pure plane-wave field is thus described in the radiation gauge by the 4-vector
Aµ (ϕ) : (0,A (ϕ)) . (6)
The gauge-transformed 4-vector is then
A˜µ = −k̂µr ·E (ϕ) , k̂µ ≡
kµ
ω/c
, (7)
where k̂µ is the unit propagation 4-vector that lies on the light cone.
The form (7) resembles the dipole-approximation scalar potential r · E (t) that is so ubiq-
uitous in length-gauge Atomic, Molecular, and Optical (AMO) physics. This is the reason
why it was examined in Ref. [1] in an attempt to provide a rigorous basis for the Keldysh
approximation [20] of strong-field atomic physics. It was rejected in Ref. [1] on multiple
grounds, the most obvious of which is that it violates the Einstein Principle. The violation is
evident in Eq. (5) from the appearance of xν in isolation from the propagation 4-vector, and
the presence of the 3-vector r in Eq. (7) that requires an origin for a fixed spatial coordinate
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system that is contrary to the nature of a freely propagating plane-wave field. Nevertheless,
the fields are preserved by the gauge transformation (4), and so are the Lorenz condition
∂µAµ = 0 and the transversality condition k
µAµ = 0 [1].
B. Unphysical features of the gauge transformed potential
One basic problem with the potentials (5) or (7) has already been mentioned: It violates
the Einstein Principle, a feature introduced by the transformation function of Eq. (4), which
nevertheless is a valid gauge transformation.
Another problem with the gauge-transformed potential is its spacetime character. Any
field that possesses only an electric component, or is arrived at by a Lorentz transformation
from a pure electric field, is always described by a timelike 4-vector potential; any field
representing only a magnetic component or Lorentz-related to such a field, is described by
a spacelike 4-vector potential; any field descriptive of a propagating field, as is evident from
Eq. (6), is always represented by a spacelike 4-vector potential. However, the potential of
Eq. (5) or (7) is lightlike. It lies on the light cone in all inertial frames of reference.
A fundamental property of a charged particle in interaction with a plane-wave field is the
ponderomotive energy [12, 13, 21]) Up, which is proportional to A
µAµ. However, since k
µ is
self-orthogonal,
kµkµ = 0, (8)
the A˜µ of Eq. (5) or (7) predicts a zero ponderomotive energy for any charged particle. This
is unphysical.
C. A proposed nondipole correction for strong fields
An attempt by Selstø and Førre [2] to surpass the dipole approximation led them to
the Dirac interaction Hamiltonian in their Eq. (19), the final equation in their paper. The
quantity labeled ϕ here is rendered as η in Ref. [2]. The time and space parts of Eq. (7)
above are exactly the same as given in Eq. (19) of Ref. [2].
Selstø and Førre were evidently unaware that they were replicating the much earlier Eq.
(9) in Ref. [1]. Possibly because they were not using covariant notation, they did not observe
that their proposed nondipole correction violates the Einstein Principle and also constitutes
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a lightlike 4-vector Aµ that produces a null result for ponderomotive energy.
The Selstø and Førre result is cited without critical comment in a recent tutorial about
electromagnetic gauges [3].
D. A proposed relativistic strong-field theory
The Selstø and Førre paper cited above proposes the 4-vector potential of Eq. (5) as a
nondipole correction to the dipole-approximation SFA. The Heidelberg group goes further in
that they identified the form given in Eq. (7) as the basis for a fully relativistic strong-field
theory for AMO problems [4]. Their rationale for doing this is the appearance in (7) of the
r · E form that has attracted so much favor in AMO physics.
There is a large literature about the reasons for preferring the r · E interaction in its
nonrelativistic form, and there will be no attempt here to deconstruct all that has been
written. Only a few salient points will be made. Apart from the relativistic problems of
violation of the Einstein Principle and the lightlike 4-vector behavior of Eqs. (5) and (7), the
most ambitious studies in support of nonrelativistic r · E [22–24] assert that the length gauge
is the fundamental gauge for the interaction of light with matter, and if known solutions
of the Schro¨dinger equation are employed in other than the length gauge, they must have
a gauge-transformation factor applied to them. Neither of these claims is supportable. A
laser field is a vector field, and a scalar potential cannot possibly be fundamental for the
description of a laser field. In areas of research other than AMO, solutions of the Schro¨dinger
equation have long been employed successfully without the gauge transformation factor,
and even within strong-field AMO problems, numerical solutions for laser interactions with
atomic systems have consistently shown agreement between gauges without the need to
attach a gauge-transforming factor to non-length-gauge solutions.
III. AMBIGUITY IN THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD INVARIANTS
Lorentz invariants formed from the field tensors are characterized in the literature as
fundamental and unambiguous indicators of the basic properties of electromagnetic fields.
That is shown not to be a reliable assessment.
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A. Invariants
The electromagnetic field tensor
F µν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ (9)
is defined in terms of the potentials Aµ, but because they appear in F µν in terms of their
derivatives, they are actually field-dependent rather than potential-dependent. They are
thus subject to ambiguity like other directly field-dependent quantities.
The first of the invariants is just the scalar product of F µν with itself:
F µνFµν = −2
(
E2 −B2
)
. (10)
Application of the completely antisymmetric fourth-rank unit tensor to F µν forms the dual
tensor
Gµν = ǫµνγδFµν . (11)
This yields another Lorentz-invariant quantity
GµνFµν = −4E ·B. (12)
A feature of plane-wave fields is that both of the invariants have the value zero:
(
E2 −B2
)PW
= 0, (13)
(E ·B)PW = 0. (14)
B. Constant crossed fields
It has been suggested [25, 26] that guidance about the effects of plane-wave fields can
be found from a simple system that matches the values of the plane-wave invariants. This
can be done with static electric and magnetic fields of equal magnitude that are mutually
orthogonal:
|E| = |B| , E⊥B. (15)
The advent of high-power lasers that can produce fields that are deeply into the relativistic
domain has produced a plethora of publications that seek to apply the “constant crossed-
fields model”. A more limited statement of the same principle is that the condition (15) holds
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only locally, and is called the LCFA (Local Constant Field Approximation). A qualitative
connection between these fields and actual plane-wave fields is attempted by referring to
fields described by Eq. (15) as plane-wave fields of zero frequency. The phrase “plane-wave
fields of zero frequency” is an oxymoron. It is self-contradictory. Plane-wave fields are
characterized by the property that they propagate in vacuum at the speed of light in any
Lorentz frame. A static field satisfying the conditions of Eq. (15) is unrelated to fields that
propagate at the speed of light.
The proposal to regard constant crossed fields as zero-frequency plane waves is based on
the fields themselves as characterized by Eqs. (13) and (14). An examination in terms of
potentials makes it obvious that there is no connection to plane waves. Potentials that give
rise to the fields of Eq. (15) are
A0 = −r · E0, A = −
1
2
r×B0, (16)
with the provisos of Eq. (15) appended. The subscript zero has been introduced to signify
the constancy of the fields. There is no possible gauge transformation that can relate the
potentials of Eq. (16) to potentials valid for plane waves. The fields generated by the
potentials (16) are unrelated to propagating fields.
A further relevant remark is the demonstration in Ref. [16]) that if a potential that
possesses an origin for spatial coordinates exists in addition to the plane wave potential,
then the unique allowable gauge is the radiation gauge. All gauge freedom vanishes.
Real-world examples provide convincing means to distinguish low-frequency plane waves
from static fields. Several of the world’s naval forces have operated radio systems to com-
municate with submarines submerged at depths up to 100 meters [27], distant from the
broadcasting antenna by up to 1
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the circumference of the Earth. They employ a very low
frequency to make use of the property that the skin depth of seawater for penetration of
radio signals varies with wavelength λ as λ1/2. The frequency employed by the U. S. Navy is
76Hz, corresponding to a wavelength of approximately 4× 106 meters, or about 2/3 of the
equatorial radius of the Earth. The length of the receiving antenna is limited to the length of
the submarine, which is of the order of 100 meters. This is only one part in 40, 000 of a single
wavelength. Were constant fields established that are uniform to within one part in 40, 000,
such fields would be characterized as constant to very high accuracy. Such a constant field
could not propagate halfway around the Earth, nor penetrate seawater to a depth of 100
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meters. Nevertheless, the submarine communication system worked as planned, meaning
that, even though the receiving antenna was only one part in 40, 000 of the wavelength of
the radio transmission, the receiver was able to discern that the signal contained meaningful
information. That is, the submarine was detecting a plane-wave field and not a constant
field.
Plane wave fields propagate at light speed. Constant crossed fields do not propagate.
An even more extreme example is the Schumann resonance [28]. This is a naturally
occurring phenomenon in which powerful lightning strikes generate extremely low frequency
radio waves that resonate in the cavity formed by the Earth’s surface and the ionosphere.
The lowest mode of this cavity is 7.83Hz, corresponding to a wavelength about equal to the
circumference of the Earth.
Constant crossed fields cannot excite resonances, and cannot spread their influences over
the entire planet.
In both of these large-scale examples, crossed fields could be constant over very large
distances and could be set to the same magnitudes as those present in the plane waves,
but field measurements could not distinguish one type of field from the other. However,
information embedded in the potentials of plane wave fields reveals them to be unrelated to
static fields.
IV. FAILURE OF NEWTONIAN PHYSICS
The force exerted by an electromagnetic field on a particle of charge q moving at the
velocity v is given by the Lorentz force expression
F = q
(
E+
v
c
×B
)
. (17)
This depends directly on the fields. Thus, within Newtonian mechanics, one could not
distinguish between the effects of a plane-wave field and a constant crossed field adjusted
to match the electric and magnetic components of the plane-wave field. The example above
of radio communication with submerged (or even surfaced) submarines, as compared to
constant fields of the same magnitude, makes it clear that a Newtonian analysis can give
wrong answers. The same is true of the Schumann resonance. Equality of forces on charged
particles in static fields to forces in low-frequency plane wave fields does not signify equality
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of the respective electromagnetic phenomena.
There is no reason to expect any results from constant crossed fields to be applicable to
plane-wave fields.
The inadequacy of a Newtonian approach to electrodynamics is already recognized im-
plicitly in the literature. For example, the classic paper by Sarachik and Schappert [19] is
done with a Hamilton-Jacobi formalism. It would be a fruitless enterprise to attempt the
analysis given in that paper with a Newtonian formalism. As another example, it would
also be fruitless to try to extend classical physics to the quantum domain in the context of
a Newtonian formalism.
In those cases where force-based analysis is sufficient, then the Newtonian formalism can
give results as accurate as any alternative method based on system functions like Lagrangian,
Hamiltonian, Hamilton-Jacobi. In fact, it is standard textbook practice to show that alter-
native forms of mechanics infer Newtonian mechanics, but the inverse demonstration is
notably absent from the textbooks.
V. OVERVIEW
Information about an electromagnetic environment is explicit in terms of potentials.
Fields are derived from potentials by differentiation. Differentiation is a local process. To
obtain information about potentials from measurements of fields requires integration. In-
tegration is a nonlocal process; information from an extended domain of the integration
variable is required. That distinction is precisely what emerged from the attempts to write
the Schro¨dinger equation directly in terms of fields on the assumption that fields are funda-
mental [5–10]. All such attempts failed for the same reason: they became nonlocal in terms
of fields. The six different approaches employed by six sets of authors lead to the same
conclusion: potentials convey more information than fields.
The analogy with elementary calculus can provide further insights into the results cited
in this paper. For example, the fact that constant crossed fields can be found to match the
local values of electric and magnetic fields from plane waves suggests the analogy that the
respective field functions can be related to curves that intersect at some point, but may have
very different behavior away from that intersection. Thus an integration to find potentials
from fields may give results that are completely unrelated in a crossed-field environment
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to those in a plane-wave environment. These differences can be as contrasting as in the
submarine-communication and Schumann-resonance examples discussed above.
Because of the connection between forces and fields, exactly the same analogy applies
to forces. That is, the forces exerted on a charged particle might be exactly the same in a
crossed-field environment as follows from plane waves at some particular intersection in a
force plot, but it is the potentials that really matter, and they can be totally different when
integration is performed over properties of the curves away from the point of intersection.
The situation is somewhat different in the case of the lightlike potentials of Eq. (5) or (7)
because the comparison is between potential functions directly and not derived quantities like
fields and forces. In that case the critical differences arise from completely different Lorentz
transformation properties between actual plane-wave potentials that obey the Aµ (ϕ) rule
and the unphysical Lorentz transformation properties of the lightlike potential of Eq. (5) or
(7).
An immediate consequence of the results shown above is that the LCFA has no significance
for laser interactions. The associated potential functions are unrelated, so no implications
from the LCFA can be trusted to provide guidance for plane-wave interactions.
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